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Abstract Jet noise remains a significant aircraft noise

contributor, and for modern high-bypass-ratio aero-engines

the strong interaction between the jet and aircraft wing

leads to intensified installed jet noise. An experiment is

carried out in this paper to study the effects of lobed

nozzles on installed jet noise. It is found that the lobed

nozzles, compared to round nozzles, have similar ef-

fects on installed jet noise for all the plate positions

and Mach numbers tested. On the shielded side of the

plate, the use of lobed nozzles leads to a noise reduction

in the intermediate- and high-frequency regimes, which

is thought to be due to a combination of enhanced jet

mixing and more effective shielding effects by the flat

plate. On the reflected side of the plate, noise reduction

is only achieved in the intermediate frequency range;

the little noise reduction or a slight noise increase ob-

served in the high-frequency regime is likely due to en-

hanced jet mixing. On both sides of the plates, little

noise reduction is achieved for the low-frequency noise

due to the scattering of jet instability waves. This is

likely to be caused by the fact that lobed nozzles cause

negligible change to the dominant mode 0 (axisymmet-

ric) jet instability waves. That the jet mean flow quickly
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becomes axisymmetric downstream of the jet exit could

also play a role.
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1 Introduction

Aviation has seen a rapid expansion for the past few

decades, and it is expected to continue to do so for

the next two decades. The environmental impacts of

air travel are becoming increasingly important (Ma-

hashabde et al., 2011). Among them, aircraft noise is

now a matter of considerable public concern because

of its wide range of health-related consequences (Huss

et al., 2010; Münzel et al., 2016; Beutel et al., 2016).

Aircraft noise consists of many sources, such as airframe

noise, engine fan noise, combustion noise, jet noise, etc.

Jet noise remains a significant noise source when an

aircraft takes off, but its reduction poses a great chal-

lenge. Part of the reason lies in the difficulty of accu-

rately modelling turbulence, which is known to be the

source of jet noise. However, it has been known for a

long time that the power of subsonic jet noise scales as

the eighth power of the jet Mach number (Lighthill,

1952, 1954). Consequently, for the past few decades

the primary and perhaps the most effective noise re-

duction method has been to reduce the jet exit veloc-

ity by increasing aero-engine diameters. This strategy

has successfully led to a reduction of aircraft noise by

around 20 dB (Casalino et al., 2008). However, the in-
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creasingly large engine diameter leads to a narrow gap

between the aero-engine and the aircraft wing (Lyu

and Dowling, 2017). Jet noise is significantly amplified

at low-frequencies because of this close installation, a

phenomenon known as the installation effect (Bushell,

1975; Head and Fisher, 1976; Way and Turner, 1980;

Shearin, 1983). Jet noise measured under such a condi-

tion is often referred to as installed jet noise, in contrast

to the isolated jet noise (Lyu et al., 2017) studied ex-

tensively in the literature (Lighthill, 1954, 1963; Tam,

1998; Tam and Viswanathan, 2008; Jordan and Colo-

nius, 2013; Karabasov, 2010).

Recent studies have shown that the low-frequency

noise intensification observed in installed jets is due to

the scattering of jet instability waves (Lyu and Dowl-

ing, 2016, 2017, 2018a; Cavalieri et al., 2014). The un-

derstanding of this mechanism is important in develop-

ing new noise reduction methods. For example, it was

recently proposed by Piantanida et al. (2016) that in-

stalled jet noise could be reduced when an aircraft wing

with a swept trailing edge is used. Their experimental

results showed that while noise reduction could be ob-

served on one side of the jet (for example on the side

of the wing tip), virtually no sound reduction could be

observed on the other side (the side close to the wing

root). This dependence of sound reduction on the ob-

server locations was explained in the recent work of Lyu

and Dowling (2019). They showed that the noise re-

duction achieved on one side is due to the destructive

interference of the scattered pressure along the trailing

edge of the swept wing. However, this interference is

only significant on one side of the jet, hence the results

observed in Piantanida et al.’s experiment.

The identified mechanism of installed jet noise helps

to develop alternative noise reduction methods. In par-

ticular, since noise is generated because of the scatter-

ing of jet instability waves by the trailing edge of the

aircraft wing, a straightforward alternative approach

is to suppress the instability waves in the first place.

Use of chevron nozzles represents one such approach.

Chevrons have been known to be able to enhance jet

mixing and reduce isolated jet noise (Bridges and Brown,

2004; Zaman et al., 2011) at low frequencies but may

also lead to noise increase at high frequencies. How-

ever, it is worth mentioning that chevron nozzles also

change the directivity of the jet noise, hence making it

possible to reduce the overall aircraft noise by carefully

exploiting the effective shielding effects of aircraft wings

using engine-on-top configurations.The current under-

standing of the low-frequency noise reduction achieved

using chevrons is that these chevrons can reduce the

large coherence structures originating from the jet in-

stability waves. It is therefore of interest to the research

community to understand how installed jet noise is af-

fected by chevrons. A recent study was carried out by

Bastos et al. (2017) to examine the effects of chevron

nozzles on installed jet noise. The results were com-

pared with the installed jet noise spectra for a round

nozzle. It was found that when the flat plate, used as a

simplified aircraft wing, was placed sufficiently far away

from the jet, the chevron nozzle could reduce installed

jet noise at all frequencies on the shielded side of the

flat plate. However, when the plate was closely inte-

grated with the jet, the low-frequency reduction pro-

vided by chevron nozzles became negligible. Moreover,

an increasingly pronounced noise increase at high fre-

quencies was observed.

Another alternative method seeking to control in-

stalled jet noise by modifying jet instability waves is to

use lobed nozzles. The recent work by Lyu and Dowl-

ing (2018b) shows that the lobed structure of a jet can

indeed change the characteristics of instability waves,

including both the temporal growth rate and convec-

tion velocity. These changes, however, depend on the

azimuthal orders of the instability waves, the number

of lobes and their penetration ratio. But the effects of

lobed nozzles on installed jet noise are not known. It

is worth noting that Tam and Zaman (2000) and Za-

man et al. (2003) have examined the isolated jet noise

from tabbed and extremely strong lobed nozzles, how-

ever, the literature on this is sparse and the effect of

nozzle geometry on isolated jet noise is not very well

understood, let alone how it affects installed jet noise.

Therefore, in this paper, we perform an experimental

study to advance our understanding of this, by study-

ing the effects of lobed nozzles on both isolated and

installed jet noise.
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This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the experimental setup, while section 3 shows

the results of this experimental study. Section 4 dis-

cusses the experimental results, taking the effects of

lobed nozzles on jet instability waves into account. The

last section summaries the paper and lists future works.

2 Experimental setup

The schematic illustration of the experimental setup is

shown in figure 1. The experiment is carried out in the

anechoic chamber at the Cambridge University Engi-

neering Department. The chamber has a lowest operat-

ing frequency of around 200 Hz. A photograph of the

experimental rig inside the anechoic chamber can be

found in figure 2.

Jet nozzle

Reflected-side microphone

Shielded side

50D

Flat plate

H
L

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The

experiment carried out in an anechoic chamber with a cut-off

frequency of around 200 Hz. The flat plate has a dimension

of 12D × 24D, where D is the jet diameter.

As shown in figure 1, 7 GRAS 46BE microphones

are placed at 50D, where D is the exit diameter of the

reference round nozzle, to the center of the jet nozzle

at angles in the range of 30◦ and 120◦ to the jet center-

line on either the reflected or the shielded sides. These

microphones have a sufficiently flat frequency response

Fig. 2 The installed jet noise experiment setup: microphones

are located at 50D to the jet nozzle center on the shielded

side, with observer angle ranging from 30◦ to 120◦ to the

jet centerline. The nozzle is behind the rectangular flat plate.

The plate is then uninstalled and mounted on the other side

of the jet nozzle to measure the noise spectra on the reflected

side.

up to 80 kHz. The electrical signals from these micro-

phones are conditioned, amplified, and then digitalized

at a sampling frequency of 120 kHz simultaneously us-

ing the VIPER data acquisition system (IMC Ltd). As

can be seen in figure 1, a flat plate of 12D × 24D, as

a simplified aircraft wing, is placed nearby the jet. The

trailing edge of the plate is at L downstream of the

jet nozzle, and the separation distance between the jet

and the plate is H. To obtain a comprehensive database

on jet installation effects, both H and L will be varied

systematically (Table 1).

As the aim of this study is to investigate the effects

of lobes on installed jet noise, a reference round nozzle

RN00, shown in figure 3, is first used as reference. The

nozzle is 3D printed with a resolution of 0.1 mm. The

lip of the round nozzle, as can be seen from figure 3, has

an uncharacteristically large wall thickness because of

structural sturdiness considerations. The round nozzle

used in this experiment has a diameter D = 2.54 cm.

The lobed nozzle used in this experiment has an exit

profile of

σ = aε (1 + ε cosNφ) , (1)

where φ is the azimuthal angle, N is the number of

lobes, ε is the lobe penetration ratio and σ is the radius

of the nozzle at azimuthal angle φ. The constant aε is

chosen for specific ε and N (in fact it is independent
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Table 1 Test parameters for studying the effects of varying

H and L on installed jet noise. For each test configuration

both RN00 and LN53 nozzles are tested, and the jet is oper-

ated at both M0 = 0.5 and 0.7. In total, 24 installed jet noise

tests are conducted.

Test No. Nozzles Mach numbers H L

1 RN00/LN53 0.5/0.7 3D 6D

2 RN00/LN53 0.5/0.7 2D 6D

3 RN00/LN53 0.5/0.7 1.5D 6D

4 RN00/LN53 0.5/0.7 2D 4D

5 RN00/LN53 0.5/0.7 1.5D 4D

6 RN00/LN53 0.5, 0.7 1.25D 4D

Fig. 3 The reference round nozzle RN00 used in the experi-

ment with a diameter of 2.54 cm.

of N when N 6= 0) such that the lobed nozzle has the

same exit area as the reference round nozzle. The lobed

nozzle LN53 used in this experiment has five lobes and

a penetration ratio of 0.3, as shown in figure 4. From the

section view of the nozzle shown in figure 4, one can see

that the lobed structure is not formed abruptly at the

nozzle exit, but rather through a continuously smooth

morphing. The morphing length is around 4D long. The

lobed nozzle exit is tapered to have a thickness of 2 mm,

as can be seen from figure 4.

To compare the installed jet noise spectra from the

lobed nozzle with those from the round nozzle under

similar jet operating conditions, the average acoustic

Mach number M0 is kept to be the same. Note M0

is defined via M0 = Uj/c0, where Uj is averaged jet

velocity calculated from jet mass flow rate and c0 is

the ambient speed of sound. The velocity profile for

the lobed nozzle is expected to be slightly more non-

uniform than that for the round nozzle, so the thrust

may change. Early studies show that although dras-

tically lobbed nozzles with inclined angles may result

Fig. 4 The lobed nozzle LN53 used in the experiment: it has

5 lobes with a penetration ratio ε = 0.3.

in a small thrust loss (Tam and Zaman, 2000; Zaman

et al., 2003), moderately lobbed nozzles produce nei-

ther significant improvement nor significant degrada-

tion in thrust efficiency (Lopera et al., 2006). Given

that the nozzle LN53 is moderately lobed without an

inclined angle, we expect the thrust change to be neg-

ligible, and a direct comparison of the noise spectra

should therefore be a fair comparison. In order to have

a comprehensive database, the values of H and L are

subsequently varied systematically. As can be seen from

Table 1, for each test configuration, results are obtained

for both the round and lobed nozzles, and the jet is op-

erated first at M0 = 0.5 and then M0 = 0.7. Together

with isolated jet noise measurement for both nozzles,

28 tests are conducted in total.

3 Results

Before discussing experimental results, we validate the

current experimental data against others’ published in

the open literature. We choose to compare the refer-

ence isolated jet noise spectra with those obtained by

Tanna (1977). This has been performed in an earlier

work of the authors (Lyu and Dowling, 2018a). Suffice

to mention here that although the Reynolds number

in Tanna’s study is twice as large as that used in our

study, the agreement between the two is good enough

to show that the measurement is reliable. Details of this

validation can be found in Lyu and Dowling (2018a).

In what follows, we will start by showing the results for

isolated jet noise. The effects of lobes on installed jet
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noise is presented subsequently for M0 = 0.5 and 0.7,

respectively.

3.1 Effects of lobes on isolated jet noise

The effects of lobed nozzles on isolated jet noise spec-

tra can be seen from figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the

noise spectra of both the round and lobed nozzles at

Mach number 0.5. Before discussing these results, it is

worth emphasizing again that the flow rates are kept

the same for both the round and lobed nozzles. Com-

pared with the isolated spectra of the round nozzle, a

noise reduction of around 1.5 ∼ 2 dB is achieved for

lobed jets except for an observer at 30◦ to the jet axis.

The noise reduction is most evident in the intermediate-

frequency regime, i.e. 500 Hz < f < 5000 Hz, where f

is the frequency. The noise reduction is in the low fre-

quency regime (f < 500 Hz) is negligible. In the high-

frequency regime (f > 8000 Hz) there is a slight noise

increase, which is more evident at 90◦. This is similar to

what was observed for chevron jets (Bridges and Brown,

2004). It is known that chevron nozzles enhance jet mix-

ing and lead to a faster decay of centerline velocities,

which results in a reduction of low-frequency and an in-

crease of high-frequency jet noise (Bridges and Brown,

2004; Zaman et al., 2011). The high-frequency noise in-

crease observed for the lobed nozzle in this experiment

is likely to be due to the same effects.

The noise reduction by using lobed nozzles is more

evident for higher-speed jets. This can be seen from fig-

ure 5(b), where the jet Mach number is 0.7. An average

noise reduction of 3 dB is observed at all observer an-

gles, including 30◦. The noise reduction again is only

pronounced in the intermediate-frequency (500 Hz <

f < 10 000 Hz) regime with little noise increase at high

frequencies (f > 10 000 Hz). These results show that

the lobed nozzle has similar effects as chevron nozzles,

both of which result in a noticeable isolated jet noise

reduction at intermediate frequencies and a slight or

negligible noise increase at high frequencies. The high-

frequency penalty is reduced for higher Mach numbers.

3.2 Effects of lobes on installed jet noise at M0 = 0.5

To show the effects of nozzle lobes on installed jet noise,

we compare the installed jet noise spectra for the round

and lobed nozzles. The spectra at M0 = 0.5 are pre-

sented first in figures 6 (on the shielded side) and 7 (on

the reflected side). Before discussing the results, we note

that the low-frequency humps observed in these spectra

are due to the scattering of instability waves, while the

high-frequency noise is due to jet mixing. The actual

frequency ranges depend on the positions of the plate,

for example the low-frequency humps refer to 200 Hz <

f < 1000 Hz in figure 6(a) and 200 Hz < f < 2000 Hz

in figure 6(b).

Figure 6(a) shows the comparison when the plate’s

trailing edge is at L = 6D and H = 3D. One can

see that an average 1.5 dB noise reduction is achieved

for all observer angles in the intermediate- and high-

frequency regimes (f > 1000 Hz). This is likely due to

the enhanced jet mixing which also results in a reduc-

tion of isolated jet noise (see figure 5(a)). But note

that no sound increase is found at high frequencies,

whereas an increase is observed for isolated jet noise,

as shown in figure 5(a). This is similar to the results

for chevron nozzles (Bastos et al., 2017). The fact that

no sound increase is observed due to the use of chevron

and lobed nozzles at high frequencies for installed jet

noise, as opposed to isolated jet noise, could be caused

by the enhanced noise shielding effects by the flat plate

when lobed and chevron jets are used. It is known that

chevrons enhance jet mixing and therefore result in

a shorter jet mean-flow potential core. Similar effects

are expected for lobed nozzles. This would make the

shielding effects of the flat plate more effective. There-

fore, although chevron and lobed nozzles may generate

more noise at high frequencies, this is outweighed by

the more effective shielding effects. This explains why

there is a consistent noise reduction in the intermediate-

and high-frequency regimes. However, little sound re-

duction is observed at low frequencies (f < 1000 Hz),

especially around the low-frequency hump. This shows

that although lobed nozzles can result in a noise reduc-

tion in the intermediate- and high-frequency regimes,

they cause little change to the low-frequency installed
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the isolated jet noise between round and lobed nozzles: a) M0 = 0.5; b) M0 = 0.7.

jet noise. Since the low-frequency noise enhancement

results from the scattering of jet instability waves, this

suggests that the lobed nozzle has little effect on this

scattering contribution to jet noise.

Moving the plate closer to the jet axis to H = 2D,

while L is kept at 6D, results in, as expected, stronger

noise enhancement at low frequencies, as shown in fig-

ure 6(b). The trend that a slight noise reduction is

observed only at intermediate and high frequencies re-

mains. The same observations can be made for all other

plate positions, see figure 6(c-f).

The comparison of noise spectra on the other side

of the plate is shown in figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the

results for L = 6D and H = 3D, from which we can

see that the effects of lobed nozzles are slightly different

from those on the other side of the plate. In particular,

although noise reduction is achieved in the intermedi-

ate frequency regime (1000 Hz < f < 5000 Hz), a slight

noise increase is also observed in the high frequency

range (f > 8000 Hz). This is different from the situ-

ation on the shielded side, where noise reduction per-

sists within the entire mid- to high-frequency regime

(f > 1000 Hz). The noise increase observed on the re-

flected side at high frequencies is likely due to the en-

hancement of jet mixing. This is likely to be true es-

pecially considering that this noise increase occurs in

the same frequency range as that of the isolated jet

(f > 8000 Hz), as shown in Figure 5(a). On the re-

flected side, the plate does not shield the noise and the

increased high-frequency jet noise due to enhanced mix-

ing propagates to the far field. On the shielded side,

this noise increase is outweighed by enhanced shielding

and a noise reduction is achieved instead. Hence dif-

ferent behaviour is obtained on the two observer sides.

Changing the plate positions does not change these ten-

dencies, as can be seen from figure 7(b-f).

At low frequencies (f < 1000 Hz), the low-frequency

humps do not change significantly, although compared

to those on the shielded side, there is a marginal noise

reduction of around 1 dB in figure 7(a-c). It is possi-

ble that this is caused by the different jet refraction

profiles between the round and lobed jets — the noise

due to instability wave scattering is refracted by the jet

mean flow before reaching the observer on the reflected

side. The jet mean flows have different velocity profiles

between the round and lobed nozzles, hence different ef-

fects on the noise amplitude. This jet refraction however

does not occur on the shield side, and this difference

may account for the different trends observed between

the shielded and reflected sides. If this is the cause, we

would expect a less pronounced difference when L is

smaller, because the jet plume has a smaller size in the

upstream location. This is indeed the case as shown in

figure 7(d-f).
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Fig. 6 Installed noise spectra of the round and lobed jets on the shielded side for various plate positions at the Mach number

of 0.5: (a) L = 6D, H = 3D; (b) L = 6D, H = 2D; (c) L = 6D, H = 1.5D; (d) L = 4D, H = 2D; (e) L = 4D, H = 1.5D;

(f) L = 4D, H = 1.25D.
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Fig. 7 Installed noise spectra of the round and lobed jets on the reflected side for various plate positions at the Mach number

of 0.5: (a) L = 6D, H = 3D; (b) L = 6D, H = 2D; (c) L = 6D, H = 1.5D; (d) L = 4D, H = 2D; (e) L = 4D, H = 1.5D;

(f) L = 4D, H = 1.25D.
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3.3 Effects of lobes on installed jet noise at M0 = 0.7

Figure 6 shows that the use of this lobed nozzle does not

change the installed jet noise spectra at low frequencies.

However, it does result in a slight noise reduction at

intermediate and high frequencies (f > 1000 Hz). On

the other side of the plate, however, the noise reduction

is more effective in the intermediate frequency regime

(1000 Hz < f < 5000 Hz), while a slight noise increase

is observed at high frequencies (f > 8000 Hz). There is

also a slight noise reduction at low frequencies, possibly

caused by the refraction effect of jet plumes. Does this

trend still hold for higher Mach numbers? The answer

can be found in figures 8 and 9, where the comparisons

of the installed noise spectra between the round and

lobed nozzles at a Mach number of 0.7 are shown.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the noise spectra

on the shielded side. One can clearly see that a noise

reduction of up to 4 dB is achieved at intermediate and

high frequencies (f > 1000 Hz), while little noise re-

duction occurs at low frequencies (f < 1000 Hz). This

tendency generally remains to be true for all different

plate positions (see figure 8(a-f)). In the preceding sec-

tion, we have speculated that the noise reduction ob-

served at high frequencies is caused by an enhanced jet

mixing and a more effective noise shielding provided

by the flat plate. This presumption is now further sup-

ported by the spectra observed for the M0 = 0.7 jets.

This is consistent with the amount of noise benefit ob-

served from isolated jets due to intensified mixing, e.g.

the noise reduction of the isolated spectra due to the

enhanced mixing is around 3 dB at a Mach number of

0.7, which is similar to the 4 dB observed for installed

jets.

The comparison of installed jet noise spectra for

M0 = 0.7 on the reflected side of the plate is shown

in figure 9. A maximum of 4 dB noise reduction is ob-

served, but only in the intermediate-frequency regime

(1000 Hz < f < 10 000 Hz), and this noise reduction

diminishes at high frequencies. This trend is similar

to that observed in figure 7. In contrast to figure 8,

we also see a slight noise reduction at low frequencies

nearby the hump (f ∼ 800 Hz). As we mentioned in

Section 3.2, this is likely to be caused by the refraction

of jet plumes.

In summary, the effects of the lobed nozzle on in-

stalled jet noise are nearly identical for all plate posi-

tions and Mach numbers: on the shielded side of the

flat plate, lobed nozzles do not noticeably change the

installed jet noise spectra at low frequencies. However,

it does result in a slight noise reduction at intermediate

and high frequencies. This is thought to be caused by

the combination of enhanced jet mixing and more ef-

fective shielding by the flat plate. On the reflected side

of the flat plate, the flat plate does not shield noise any

more, and a slight or negligible noise increase is there-

fore observed at the very high frequencies. In addition,

the noise due to the scattering of instability waves has

to pass through the jet plume in order to reach the

observer. Since the jet plumes of the round and lobed

nozzles are different, this causes a very slight change to

the effects of lobed nozzles compared to those on the

shielded side, especially at low frequencies.

4 Discussion of the experimental results

As mentioned in Section 1, the earlier work of the au-

thors (Lyu and Dowling, 2018b) shows that the stabil-

ity characteristics of base flows of a lobed vortex-sheet

type jet are different from those of an axisymmetric

jet. The differences consist of changes to both the con-

vection velocity and the temporal growth rate of insta-

bility waves. These changes become more pronounced

as the number of lobes N and the penetration ratio ε

increase. However, instability waves of different orders

are affected differently by the lobe geometry. In par-

ticular, little change occurs for mode 0 (axisymmetric

mode), no matter how large both N and ε are. On the

other hand, an evident alteration of the characteristics

of high-order jet instability waves occurs when N > 1.

For N = 3 and N = 5, azimuthally even and odd in-

stability waves demonstrate the same characteristics.

However, for N = 2 and N = 1, even and odd insta-

bility waves of lobed jets exhibit two different types

of behaviour, with one having favourable effects on re-

ducing installed jet noise and the other having adverse.

Therefore, for the sake of suppressing instability waves,
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Fig. 8 Installed noise spectra of the round and lobed jets on the shielded side for various plate positions at the Mach number

of 0.7: (a) L = 6D, H = 3D; (b) L = 6D, H = 2D; (c) L = 6D, H = 1.5D; (d) L = 4D, H = 2D; (e) L = 4D, H = 1.5D;

(f) L = 4D, H = 1.25D.
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Fig. 9 Installed noise spectra of the round and lobed jets on the reflected side for various plate positions at the Mach number

of 0.7: (a) L = 6D, H = 3D; (b) L = 6D, H = 2D; (c) L = 6D, H = 1.5D; (d) L = 4D, H = 2D; (e) L = 4D, H = 1.5D;

(f) L = 4D, H = 1.25D.
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or achieving installed jet noise reduction, it is desired

to use a lobed profile of large N , such as N = 5, with

a large penetration ratio.

In Section 3, we see that the use of lobed nozzles

does not notably change installed jet noise at low fre-

quencies, which is due to the scattering of jet instability

waves. Combined with the stability results concluded in

the earlier work, as described above, we may discuss the

possible causes.

Since only the nozzle LN53 is tested in this experi-

ment, we focus on the stability characteristics of a lobed

jet with N = 5 and ε = 0.3. According to the earlier

work, the mode 0 jet instability waves of a lobed jet of

a vortex-sheet type are not sensitive to the lobed ge-

ometry of N = 5 and ε = 0.3. The changes in both

the convection velocity and temporal growth rate are

negligible. This is especially true for low frequencies,

where installed jet noise is relevant (see figure 7 in Lyu

and Dowling (2018b) for example). Therefore, although

higher-order instability waves could be suppressed, the

mode 0 still remains roughly the same. And if mode 0

is the dominant instability mode, which is known to be

true for isolated jets (Suzuki and Colonius, 2006; Jor-

dan and Colonius, 2013; Lyu et al., 2017), an insignifi-

cant change of the installed jet noise at low frequencies

can be expected. This is in agreement with the experi-

mental results reported in this paper.

One may however wonder, although not dominant,

how are the instability waves of higher orders changed

by the lobed nozzle. The earlier stability analysis also

shows that a lobed vortex sheet with N = 5 and ε = 0.3

should cause an observable increase of the convection

velocity for instability waves of modes ±1 and ±2. It

should also cause a slight reduction of the temporal

growth rate. Both changes are favourable to installed

jet noise reduction, since the first of which results in a

less efficient scattering of instability waves into sound,

and the second of which results in less strong instability

waves. However, care must be taken before we make

such a conclusion because the earlier analysis is based

on a vortex-sheet-type jet mean flow. The realistic jet

mean flow might become axisymmetric quickly due to

the energetic turbulent mixing when the flat plate is not

too close to touch the jet, which is the case for all the

plate configurations in this experiment. In particular,

the number of lobes used in the experiment is 5, and

a large number of lobes are likely to cause a quicker

mixing.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper studies the effects of lobed nozzles on in-

stalled jet noise. It starts with an experimental study of

the isolated and installed jet noise using lobed nozzles.

It is shown that the lobed nozzle has nearly identical

effects on installed jet noise for all plate positions and

Mach numbers: on the shielded side of the flat plate,

lobed nozzles do not noticeably change the installed

jet noise spectra at low frequencies. However, it does

result in a noise reduction at intermediate and high

frequencies. This is thought to be caused by the combi-

nation of an enhanced jet mixing and a more effective

noise shielding by the flat plate. On the reflected side

of the flat plate, the noise reduction is more effective in

the intermediate-frequency regime, while a negligible or

a slight noise increase is observed at high frequencies.

This different behaviour between the shielded and re-

flected sides is due to the fact that on the reflected side

the flat plate does not shield noise, and the increased

high-frequency noise due to enhanced jet mixing prop-

agates to the far field. The low-frequency humps are

still hardly changed by using lobed nozzles, however,

compared to the results on the shielded side there is a

marginal benefit of using lobed nozzles. This is believed

to have been caused by the different refraction effects

of the different jet plumes between the round and lobed

nozzles.

To understand why lobed nozzles have little effect

on the low-frequency noise humps due to the scatter-

ing of instability waves, the temporal stability charac-

teristics of lobed jets of vortex sheet type, shown in

an earlier paper, are discussed in detail. The earlier

work shows that the lobed geometry changes both the

convection velocity and the temporal growth rate of

the instability waves. The effects are more pronounced

as the number of lobes N and the penetration ratio

ε increase. However, instability waves of different or-

ders are affected differently by the lobes. For instance,
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the mode 0 is particularly insensitive to the geometry

changes. Higher modes are more likely to be changed

significantly when both N and ε are sufficiently large.

Based on these findings, it is postulated that the little

change to the installed jet noise observed experimen-

tally at low frequencies is likely to be due to the dom-

inance of the mode 0 instability waves. The fact that

the downstream jet mean flow becomes axisymmetric

quickly could also play a role. This can be verified by

performing a near-field pressure measurement and/or a

velocity distribution measurement using Particle Image

Velocimetry, which form part of our future work.
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